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This paper is a brief resume of the presentations and vivacious interactions during the Clive L. Dym Mudd Design

Workshop X: ‘‘Design and the Future of the Engineer of 2020,’’ at HarveyMudd College in June of 2017. This paper also

describes both the key ideas that emerged from the presentations and discussions of the participating engineering design

educators, practitioners and researchers.

1. Introduction

This paper represents what has become a requisite

characteristic of the Clive L. Dym Mudd Design

Workshops, a summary of the results of the tenth of
this biennial series, MDW X, ‘‘Design and the

Future of the Engineer of 2020,’’ held at Harvey

Mudd College, in Claremont, California, during

June of 2017.

TheWorkshopwas organized similarly to its nine

prior implementations [1–9] with a conference

theme, keynote addresses, presentations organized

into sessions and time for participants to work
together and co-create a synthesis across workshop

activities. The theme for this conference was

‘‘Design and the Future of the Engineering of

2020.’’ The call for the workshop noted, ‘‘This

year’s entering first-year students will graduate in

2020.Wehave a unique opportunity to reflect on the

notion of the Engineer of 2020 and look forward to

what the future engineer might be. We will explore
the role of design education in forming engineers

better able to assume leadership roles in business,

government, and nonprofit organizations with their

engineering knowledge to address wicked design

challenges.’’ There were two keynote addresses

and 6 sessions. In addition, the synthesis activities

including a co-creation session with a Mad Lib

exercise and co-creation session featuring future
scenario writing.

2. Section One: Opening Keynote,
Sessions

After remarks by the Chair of the Workshop’s

Organizing Committee at the opening luncheon,

followed by remarks by Jeffery Groves the Dean

of the Faculty at HarveyMudd College, Paul Saffo,

(Chair of Future Studies at Singularity University

and adjunct professor, Stanford Engineering), gave

the opening keynote titled ‘‘TheFuture ofEngineer-
ing Education’’. The key ideas developed in the

Keynote Speaker’s opening remarks and subse-

quent small group activity are summarized below.

The keynote addressed the importance of non-

linear growth and changes in the temporality of

problems and solution needs. Until very recently,

temporal evolution of themajority of problems that

engineerswere confrontedwith trying to solve could
be described by linear trends. Engineers responding

to these linear trends developed tools, methodolo-

gies, techniques and heuristics to solve them.

Indeed, the authors recognize the desire in engineer-

ing problem definition to linearize inherently noon-

linear systems to expedite analysis. Paul Saffo’s

thesis was that engineers are being confronted

with an increasing number of problems whose
temporal evolution can be better described by

exponential trends. The tools engineers have devel-

oped to solve problems with linear trends will not

suffice to resolve the problems in the requisite

temporal scales. This shift in the problem set neces-
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sitates paradigm shifts in the ways in which engi-

neers solve problems and how engineering educa-

tors frame problems for engineering students. Prior

methods may be insufficient for the most critical

future tasks.

This paradigm shift will force engineers to work
in amore integratedmanner across disciplines. Paul

provided the example of the oak beams in the dining

hall at New College in Oxford to demonstrate the

benefits of long-term thinking, or, as he stated,

reach back to rediscover the ‘‘power of slow.’’ The

legend goes that the college Forester knew of oaks

that had been planted 5 centuries in advance in

anticipation of the need to replace these timbers
due to known rates of insect intrusion. The solution

required thinking beyond scales typically associated

with engineering solutions (at least, those solved in

modern timeframes).

In another reference to a Stewart Brand book

excerpt [10], Paul referred to Brand’s order of

civilization. This order is comprised by slow, stabi-

lizing layers covered by increasingly faster innova-
tive layers. An engineering perspective is often

predicated on underlying stability of the founda-

tional layers with rapid change of the upper layers.

Though this assumption will not always be valid.

Attendeeswere challenged to identify an issue that is

not in the news today that will become a huge issue

in 2040. Attendees were provided with a worksheet

that outlined:

� Defining the Global Issue or Challenge.

� In what Pace Layer did the Issue or Challenge

originate.

� Inwhich Pace Layer are the impacts most felt and
� From which Pace Layer is a solution most likely

to occur.

Workshop attendees were asked to find charac-

teristics that described the fast and slow layers.

FAST LAYERS: Learns, Proposes, Absorbs

Shocks, Discontinuous, Innovates.

SLOW LAYERS: Remembers, Disposes, Inte-

grates Shocks, Continuous, Constrains.

3. Session Presentations and Discussions

3.1 Session 1: Engineering Identity (Alice Agogino)

� What if we have become trees—A. Mabogundje

and N. Sonalkar.

� The Engineer of 2020 in the Making: Under-

standing how young adults develop Maker iden-
tities and the Implications for education

reform—S. Weiner.

� University Makerspaces: Opportunities to Sup-

port Equitable Participation for Women in Engi-

neering—W. Roldan.

� Building 21st Century Skills through Develop-

ment Engineering—P. Gordon.

What does it mean to be a maker, designer, and/or

engineer?

A common thread across this session involved

perceived identity and how it relates to self-efficacy

and, in particular, engagement in (or lack thereof)
Maker-spaces. Measuring and analyzing that iden-

tity (Gee’s Identity Lens), its different characteris-

tics, how they relate to design and making, and the

absence of an evolved design language to express it

were discussed. How diversity of background and

membership inminority, female and/or underrepre-

sented groups affect the student experience in

‘‘making’’ was explored at length. One idea pro-
posed that bravery is required to rigorously inves-

tigate what is novel about your identity. Delving

more deeply beyond making, the question of how

students’ engineering identity is defined by the

balance between competency and experiences was

considered. One attendee offered a powerful meta-

phor of cooking to teaching engineering subjects.

The material or ‘‘ingredients’’ are all the same, but
there are ways to combine the ingredients to yield

the final dish (competency) that appeals across a

wider spectrum of engineering identities. Another

attendee contemplated whether new ways of learn-

ing might be necessary (emotional, for example)

since so many competencies are hidden. New learn-

ing likely requires newmethodologies and emphasis

educationally, as we measure those things we most
value.

In discussing how to achieve these goals, the

panelists had these final thoughts:

� Onemust consciously decide which competencies

you want your students to gain.

� Reflection is an effective means to deliver those

competencies.

� Intentionality (apropos to the competency goals)

drives performance.
� Make sure students have access to the competen-

cies (provide the path and tools necessary to get

there).

� Identify the differential in motivation to obtain a

competency.

3.2 Session 2: Innovation and Ideation (A. Altman)

� Measuring Innovation Self-Efficacy—E. Gerber

and A. Carberry.

� Capitalizing on Surprise and Doubt in Design
Experiences—R. Aleong.

� Innovative Solutions from Innovated Pro-

blems—S. McKilligan.

� Effectively Teaching Sketching in Engineering

Curricula—E. Hilton.
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How do we learn and how does learning change us

and how we see ourselves?

Expanding the self-efficacy discussion, the first

presentation described the process of devising a

measure of innovation self-efficacy by fusing

domain expertise, skills and self-efficacy literature.
The authors described the process of generating a

list of 285 criteria through a process of literature

review, expert interactions and student testing.

They explained how they pared the list down to 75

and ultimately to 29 criteria after student trials. The

authors justify the application of the instrument by

explaining that Innovation is a domain and that

self-efficacy is domain specific. The secondpresenta-
tion described using Mezirow’s Transformative

Learning Theory and the interplay between being

and doing (Reflective Discourse, Empowerment,

Frames of Reference. . .) to build up the experiences

of introducing Surprise and Doubt into design.

Such student discoveries are useful pedagogical

tools to inspire questions that foster transformative

learning through challenging assumptions and self-
empowerment. The presenters of the third topic

assert that we’re not slowing down to think about

solutions to problems and that we need to start the

habit of discovering alternative views. They dis-

cussed exploration of the problem space through a

continual restructuring of the problem, through co-

evolution (simultaneously and iteratively exploring

the problem) and exploring the deeper meaning of
the problem. Embracing problem redefinition and

exploration throughout the solving process is a

divergence from the student experiences of most

new undergraduates. The last presentation in this

session offered natural overlap from the conclusion

of the previous session. Sketching is one of the

languages that can help students define and ulti-

mately express their engineering identity. By purpo-
sefully teaching sketching: drawing in perspective,

understanding different views, realism, and thumb-

nailing, we offer students a path to different per-

spectives on objects. Discussion included thoughts

on the use of sketches compared to drawings to

communicate in real time compared to in a more

enduring manner.

3.3 Session 3: Communication (K. Sienko)

� Quantity of Boxes and Average Comment

Number Priming Effects on Comment Quantity–

G. Krauss.

� Designing the Graduate Research Experience to
Catalyze the Student-to-Researcher Transition–

D. Ollis.

� Collaboration Between Industry Practitioners– J.

Summers and S. O’Shields.

� ActiveNavigator: Toward Real-Time Knowl-

edge Capture and Feedback in Design Work-

spaces—D. Moore

If we don’t actually take the time to teach it is it

unimportant or fundamental?

The discussion highlighted several tasks we

expect students to know how to do without any a

priori instruction, intervention or even scaffolding

on how to achieve them. Providing and receiving
critique and feedback, the research process, indus-

trial collaboration, and proposal writing are a few

other examples discussed.

A common theme throughout the session was

that some situations often found in team projects

at academic institutions don’t adequately mirror

industrial practices. One example is the opportunity

to produce and receive feedback appropriately may
not be fully developed in the artificial educational

design setting compared to industrial design

reviews. Moreover, most university teams have flat

hierarchies not commonly found in industry.

Another example included feedback from a study

involving regional industrial partners that indicated

that most of their design was accomplished by

individuals and not in teams. The same study
indicated little use of collaborative design tools.

Although these results were from a specific region

and school, they emphasize the need to question our

underlying assumptions regarding course content

and remind us of the importance of querying our

industrial partners to ensure that our design experi-

ences remain relevant. The final presentation of the

session proposed a novel technique for capturing
much of what gets lost in the design process itself.

They detailed techniques comprised of observations

in three different research frames and a ‘‘workspace

navigator’’ that could capture the design process,

the steps, video, screen capture, etc. in an effort to

preserve and dissect the evolution of the decision-

making process.

Each of these examples could also be considered
‘‘languages’’ of engineering identity with critique

also serving as ‘‘socialization’’. One attendee quer-

ied regarding the role of resilience in complementing

criticism. The authors responded that it can be

achieved more easily by ensuring a separation

between the artifact and the ‘‘self.’ Most people

who take pride in their work will tend to defend

their examples rather than be open to criticism of
their artifact. The author of the sketching presenta-

tion added that sketching enables designers to

separate themselves from their artifacts.

3.4 Session 4: Capstone/Reflection Learning (M.

Lande)

� From Research to Action in the Classroom:

Encouraging Broad Thinking in Engineering
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Design with Significant Learning Experiences—

C. Atman.

� Leveraging Self-Assessment toEncourage Learn-

ing Through Reflection on Doing—F. Mistree.

� Design for Use: A case study of an Authentically

Impactful Design Experience—C. Saulnier.
� Cultivating the Capstone Ecosystem to Educate

the Engineer of 2020—S. Howe.

Are we teaching the Engineer of 2020 or do we need

to start over?

The thought was offered that multidisciplinary

design would no longer continue to be valued if it

were removed as an ABET requirement. A compli-
mentary perspective is that courses fostering

breadth, humanities and social sciences, are some-

times appreciated only in the context of improving

engineering approaches. The quality of a design

may be impacted by the social closeness or distance

from those it is intended to serve. Personal explora-

tion of authentic impacts from design decisionsmay

change the perspective on what good design is. On a
capstone scale involving external sponsors, different

scaffolds may enhance learning through the design

process. Some discussion centered on the culture of

engagement.Have engineers have become less likely

to serve the public good due to de-politicization of

engineering?This results in a separationbetween the

technical and social domains, though several noted

that this separation is more difficult to achieve in
design which resides on the interface between the

technical and social worlds. One idea that perco-

lated from the discussion is that we are educating

our students to be aware of the relevant factors, but

they still do not attach sufficient importance to them

(environmental, cost, etc. considerations), whereas

before they didn’t know and they didn’t care. One

attendee mused ‘‘does having students who don’t
want to help the world change the way you teach?’’

Student reflection organized around prompts like,

‘‘By doing X, I learned Y, which is valuable because

of Z,’’ can help to identify the connections between

actions and utility. Most attendees supported that

reflection promotes questioning ideology and can

lead to transformation.

3.5 Session 5: Specialized Skills in Engineering

(Elizabeth Orwin)

� Design your Future: Embedding Leadership and

Career Development into a First-Year Design

Course—M. Handley.

� Investigating Student Trade-off Conceptions in
Design—R. Adams.

� Prototyping and the Engineer of 2020—R.

Bailey.

� A Student-Centered Learning Approach to

Design for Manufacturability: Meeting the

Needs of an Often-Forgotten Customer—J.

Goldberg.

Howwell do we design artifacts and howwell do we

make them?

The lead-off presentation involved embedding
leadership into a first-year design course. The

authors implemented a cognitive information pro-

cessing approach to the career development model

broken up into threemodules (KnowledgeDomain,

Decision-making Domain, and Executive Proces-

sing). Discussion raised that it is the context that

matters in leadership (identification, assessment,

etc.) in response to the query as to whether or not
leadership in engineering resembles leadership to an

MBA program. The second presentation continued

a thread of awareness/education not necessarily

translating into a change in behavior. There was

little change in the number of students who thought

the trade-offs were important after they were

exposed to the background details behind the

trades.
Discussion regarding the third presentation cen-

tered on whether or not we are experiencing a

resurgence in hands-on approaches. The distinction

between hands-on learning and hands-on skills was

emphasized. Some pondered why hands-on skills

were not included in the original Engineer 2020

document. Others questioned whether or not most

faculty are even qualified to provide hands-on
education. Most agreed that it was less about

technique and more about creating a value system.

Many questioned why there is so little emphasis on

prototyping when 56% of the design process time is

spent on realization. The final presentation dove-

tailed into this discussion with a focus on the

importance of design for manufacturing. The pre-

senter noted that fewer than 38% of capstone
courses included Design for Manufacturing and

45% don’t require a prototype or working device.

The author asserts that the end result is a knowledge

gap in manufacturing. He noted that after introdu-

cing amodule on design formanufacturing students

realized manufacturing considerations needed to be

taken into account earlier in the process and they

recognized areas for improvement in their own
designs.

3.6 Session 6: Engineering in a Social Context

(Reid Bailey)

� CharacterizingDesign forMajor Challenges—F.

Solis
� Global Health Design: Clinical Immersion,

Opportunity Identification and Definition, and

Design Experiences—K. Sienko.

� Community-Engaged Learning and Design Edu-

cation: Synergy and Opportunities—W. Oakes.
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� Developing a Socially-Aware Engineering Iden-

tity Through Transdisciplinary Learning—C.

Gray.

Are the impacts of transformative design experi-

ences limited to the exposed design student?

The first presentation in the session provided a

roadmap for characterizing design for major chal-

lenges. The first step was to Envision—define a

vision and strategic intent. Next was to Shape—

Gather information, Generate Alternatives, Model
andAnalyze, Evaluate andSelect. The final stepwas

to Pursue—Communicate, Define and Implement.

The second presentation described a capstone engi-

neering opportunity through clinical immersion,

effectively removing the barrier to direct interac-

tion. Anecdotal user needs and descriptions are

replaced with authentic, defined needs through

ethnographic exploration of user and other stake-
holder perspectives. This perspective was related to

the third presentation which explored community

engaged learning as a part of engineering projects.

Harkening back to earlier discussion, the final

presentation in the session appealed to the audience

to develop a socially aware engineering identity

through transdisciplinary learning. Technocentr-

ism, Sociocultural Complexity, Empathy and Care
must all be considered. Ultimately, understanding

these characteristics requires taking on multiple

(conflicting) perspectives. One solution proposed

decoupling the service project from the semester

timeline which enables proper completion. The

discussion raised the point that conflicting informa-

tion can be a show-stopper for students. How dowe

help these students? One attendee offered up the
‘‘cliff’’ metaphor. For some students, it suffices to

explain to them that the cliff exists, others must be

brought to the ledge to grasp the concept, andothers

still must step off the ledge themselves to under-

stand. This session also made a concerted effort to

summarize the key points raised during the discus-

sion:

1. As the challenges increase, we should teach

innovation strategies to overcome them.

2. We need to devise alternate means to provide

support structures for students swimming in

data.
3. We need to seek out opportunities to engage the

2040 students to solve problems.

4. We need better strategies to get students to

recognize their own perspectives.

4. Section Two: Co-Creating a Vision for
the Engineer of 2040

Supplementing theworkshop themeof the engineer-
ing graduate of 2020, considerable timewas devoted

to collaboratively imagining forward another 20

years, to the year 2040. This imagining work was

informedfirst by the opening keynote by technology

forecaster Paul Saffo sharing his perspective on how

to examine the future. It was seeded by a second

keynote delivered as a summary presentation of the

report 2020 Vision: Progress in Preparing the Engi-
neer of the Future [11] evaluating how the National

Academy of Engineering The Engineer of 2020

(2004) report was implemented across engineering

programs. And it was further supported by indivi-

dual presentations relating to the workshop theme.

In addition to general conversations, the work of

imagining took two specific, operational forms: (1)

co-creating a future through an application of Mad
Libs and (2) co-creating with future scenarios.

Co-Creating with Mad Libs: Thinking Forward

to the Engineer of 2040 (Cindy Atman, Jennifer

Turns, Micah Lande)

Participants were offered the opportunity to envi-

sion 2040 and the attributes of those future engi-

neering students that might be desired or relevant.

The ‘‘Mad Libs’’ activity asked participants to
consider the future goals (‘‘X’’), knowledge (‘‘Y’’),

and activities (‘‘Z) to generatively fill in the blanks in

the Mad Libs style statement, as shown in Fig. 1,

both from their perspective as workshop attendees

and as engineering design educators.

The Mad Libs co-creation activity was guided by

interests in an activity that was crowd-sourced,

anchored in the workshop activities (paper presen-
tations, keynotes, group activities), a ‘‘product’’

that can be pointed to, succinct, aspirational, and

capable of generating a ‘‘big space’’ that is ‘‘gen-

erative’’ and can spur lots of creativity and con-

versations. The inspiration for the activity was a

similar, previous, Mad Libs activity facilitated by

Sheri Sheppard as part of the Academic Pathways

Study from the Center for the Advancement of
Engineering Education [12, p. 152]. And, of

course, more general inspiration comes from the
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fill-in-the-blankMadLibs party game itself that one

might recall from childhood [13].

Specifically, instructions were given to partici-

pants to identify completions for the X, Y, and Z

blanks, recording each individual completion on a

separate Post-It note. This was done in a 20 minute
window following the keynote talk and the first two

paper sessions. Participants were encouraged to (a)

think broadly, (b) reflect on Paul Saffo’s keynote

talk, the workshop presentations, and their own

work/experiences, (c) aim to be provocative, reflec-

tive, responsive, and (d) think about something that

could be useful for the broader engineering educa-

tion community. Responses were collected and
posted on walls. Participants were then invited to

group similar responses into clusters by physically

moving the Post-It notes into groups. After cluster-

ing the sticky notes, workshop participants used red

dot stickers to ‘‘vote’’ on themes/clusters that were

(a) important, (b) worthy of further conversation,

(c) provocative, (d) unusual, or (e) capable of

spurring conversation.
This co-creation activity generated a total of 334

responseswritten onPost-It notes.Of the responses,

126 were ‘‘X,’’ 97 were ‘‘Y’’ and 111 were ‘‘Z’’ in

response to the givenMad Libs statement. Organiz-

ing the ‘‘X’’ and ‘‘Y’’ responses with the clusters the

participants had created resulted in 28 and 18

themes/clusters, respectively. The ‘‘Z’’ responses

however covered a much broader range of
topics—33 themes/clusters—with less clustering

than either the X or Y responses. Table 1 shows

theX,Y, andZ responses that occurred twoormore

times, or that received 2 or more votes, listed in

descending order with the first column of numbers

showing the vote tally from the dots and the second

column showing the number of times a sticky

appeared in that theme/cluster. The range of
responses is in and of itself interesting, and so

responses that appeared only once but received

one vote, are included in the note below Table 1.

Goals

The completions for ‘‘X’’ are interesting in how they

span across domains that are centered on (the field/
practice of) engineering to domains that are cen-

tered on the students themselves. Some of the

completions are familiar to us as educators—think-

ing about students who want to solve problems and

design systems. Some of the completions speak to

the aspirations students may have for their own

engineering education—to impact the world, make

a difference, disrupt, and support change for good.
Still other completions speak to more general,

internalized goals students may have for them-

selves—students wanting to know themselves and

be a good citizen. As these completions represent a

collective view of the myriad of goals students may

have, this category provides a backdrop for con-

versations with students about their personal and

professional goals.

Knowledge

The completions for ‘‘Y’’ are interesting in how they

are relatively aligned with the findings of The

Engineer of 2020 report [14]. For example, the

presence of empathy and learning how to learn as

significant is noted. This speaks to the importance of

conversations for how we may be helping students
become prepared in these areas, and whether we

have made progress in helping students become

prepared in these areas, and even the importance

of work on the nature of learning in these areas. The

completions for ‘‘Y’’ are also interesting in howsuch

core topics in an engineering curriculum (such as

statics or dynamics) are taken for granted. The list

reads, in a way, as an augmentation to Accredita-
tionBoard for Engineering andTechnology student

learning outcomes [15] or The Engineer of 2020 [14]

report. We wonder about this significance and its

implications.

Activities

The completions for ‘‘Z’’ are interesting in that they
can be seen as a collective view of learning as it

relates to engineering education. The list is certainly

broader thanwhat is typically discussed in engineer-

ing or considered standard pedagogy in the engi-

neering classroom. The completions in this category

were the most difficult to understand collectively—

there were more distinct terms used and it was not

completely clear how to group the ideas. It is
possible that the number of different ideas can be

seen as inspiration (what we could do) and inspira-

tional (because of the range of ideas the community

seems open to). The number of different ideas can

also be seen as evidence of a lack of shared vocabu-

lary. It would be informative to have the opportu-

nity to see how such ideas are embedded in the

learning experiences that students encounter.
Looking across the columns of Table 1, poten-

tially interesting combinations of ideas concerning

our goals for engineering in 2040 can be seen. For

example:

In 2040 the engineering graduate whowants to. . .

� . . .‘‘be a good citizen’’ in his/her life,might need to

be able to ‘‘handle conflict’’ and could learn it

through ‘‘laughing.’’

� . . .‘‘have humility’’ in his/her life,might need tobe

able to ‘‘engage politically’’ and could learn it
through ‘‘failing.’’

� . . . ‘‘make a difference’’ in his/her life, might need

to have ‘‘empathy’’ and could learn it through

‘‘engaging with non-engineers.’’
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Table 1. In 2040 the engineering graduate who wants to ‘‘X’’ might need to know ‘‘Y’’ and could learn it by ‘‘Z’’. Responses are tallied by
number of Votes a cluster received and Frequency, or number of Post-It in a cluster

Goals
Themes ‘‘X’’ sticky notes Votes Freq.

Knowledge
Themes ‘‘Y’’ sticky notes Votes Freq.

Activities
Themes ‘‘Z’’ sticky notes Votes Freq.

change the world /help /
impact /make a difference
/improve /transform

34 30 communication /listen /
talk /handle conflict

28 16 reflecting 23 6

design /build /system 8 5 empathy /kindness /
compassion /perspective

24 9 failing 13 2

politics /activism 6 7 know themselves /self-
reflective /self-direct
learning

13 8 doing 12 5

solve /define problems 6 4 how to learn /theory 10 3 interdisciplinary work 9 3

be happy 6 2 engineering is only part of
the solution /policy /
politics

7 6 humility /following /
mentoring

7 5

know themselves 5 2 design /design thinking /
human centered design

7 4 listening 7 4

shift /grow /disrupt 4 5 how to not rely on
technology /take a digital
vacation

5 3 laughing 7 2

ethics /humility /virtues 4 4 multiple languages 5 2 dreaming 7 1

be a good citizen 4 1 dance with ambiguity 5 1 emotional learning 6 1

teach /learn /spread
STEM literacy 3 5

systems-thinking 4 1 neural implants 6 1

connect 3 2 apprenticeship /
mentorship /motivate

3 4 using systems thinking 6 1

have fun 3 2 business skills /modeling /
innovation

2 4 watching /observing 5 3

work 3 2 biology /life sciences 2 3 designing /sketching 4 6

health /wellbeing 2 3 partner with
communities, non-
engineers

2 3 practicing 4 4

gender equity 2 2 decision making 2 2 bio-inspired design 4 1

teams 2 2 cross cultural
competence

2 1 fighting 4 1

brew ‘‘beer’’ drink 2 1 problem solving 2 1 first understanding &
empathizing with all
potential views

4 1

communicate clearly 2 1 get job /funding 1 2 risk taking 3 2

persuade 2 1 asking questions 3 1

rule the world 2 1 reading 3 1

support self /life /family 1 9 writing 3 1

find love 1 4 talking 2 2

Mars /NASA 1 3 breaking rules 2 1

start /lead a business 1 3 imagining 2 1

improve health 1 2 reading the news
(multiple perspectives)

2 1

be successful 0 2 serving 2 1

innovate 0 2 studying improv &
meditation

2 1

sustainability 0 2 thinking 2 1

through dialogue 2 1

drinking 1 2

making 1 2

leading /influencing 0 2

travel 0 2

Note:Responses to themad lib that appearedonly once in frequencybut receivedone vote: ‘‘X’’ responses—have aworld view, have agency,
learn their history, reflection, stay out of trouble, teleport; ‘‘Y’’ responses—how to speak truth to power, how to speculate, know the world,
Kung Fu; ‘‘Z’’ responses—analyzing design processes, being frustrated, crying, dropping out, experimenting, how to understand & value
different perspectives especially non-engineers,multicultural, number for bail bondsman, persevering, politics, researching, resting, speaking to
different audiences, struggling, studying history, synthesizing, teaching, trusting others (& themselves).



We think that the potential space of possibilities of

thought provoking and provocative combinations

of X, Y and Z encapsulated in Table 1 can inform

ongoing conversations about the future of engineer-

ing education.

Co-creating with Future Scenarios: Holistic
Approaches to Engineering (Micah Lande)

As a culminating experience, the closing session

of the workshop asked participants to tell stories of

theEngineer of 2040. Participantswere asked tofirst

reflect about the engineer of the future based on the

Engineer of 2040 Mad Libs exercise and their own

sense-making of the workshop presentations and

discussions, to construct a vignette or future sce-
nario of interest. Most participants collaborated

with others to form scenarios and vignettes to

share what the world might be like in far off in

2040 and the place of engineering education and/or

engineer might be in it. These were read and pre-

sented at the end of this final session. Titles of the

resulting stories were:

� Engineering in a World of ‘‘Pandemonium’’.

� Promoting Reflection throughout a Program.

� All engineering programs should be ‘‘general’’;
we are all ‘‘engineers’’.

� Hero Story—Superhero.

� Communicating with Aliens to Solve Human

Problems.

� Hello, My Name is Engineer.

� Dis-Integrating the Engineering Profession.

� Feisty Turtles (Bionic Engineers).

� No More Tenure in 2040.
� Archeology 2680.

� Welcome to the Commencement Ceremony for

the Class of 2040.

� The Engineer of 2040 Co-learns with Faculty,

Valuing Others’ Intersectional Identities.

� The Engineer of 2040 Lives in a World Where

People Care About Each Other.

The future scenarios activity served to allow small

groups of participants to explicitly identify and echo

themes identified above and develop and play with
those future stories. In Paul Saffo’s keynote talk, he

reported that such an exercise in developing future

scenarios was not to imagine the right or correct

future but rather to raise issues that might be

relevant to discussion what useful questions might

be to ask about our shared future.

5. Section Three: Looking Ahead

In the six presentations sessions plus the poster

session (not detailed in this report), the workshop

participants learned about new perspectives, peda-

gogy, and educational tools available to engineering

design educators. These represent great insight and

innovation in the field andwere inspiring in terms of

their student impact. Many of us left the sessions

considering how we might incorporate this new

knowledge in the near term. The keynotes asked us

to question if the immediately impactful changes

would meet our long term goals and, more broadly,
ask if we have identified those goals, the methods to

achieve them, and the correct audience andplatform

to share them. Our efforts to look to future needs

found a surprising alignment to a great degree. This

will hopefully spur continuing conversation in the

design education community on the best way to

address future student needs but also which topics

were missed or mis-prioritized. The design process
of designing education will require user and stake-

holder feedback.Aswith any goodworkshopwe are

leftwithmore challenges than answers,more oppor-

tunities than resources, and are individually more

motivated to meet the needs of our students after

witnessing themultifold impacts achieved byothers.

In the closing session, one participant (Susannah

Howe of Smith College) summarized and encapsu-
lated the tenor of the room for the vision of the

engineer of 2040 during this reflective exercise in a

poem:

A Letter to My Daughter

By Susannah Howe

I design

Because I can contribute meaning

Because I can make change for good

Because I can create value in the world

Because I am an engineer of 2040
I design

I listen

Because I want to really understand the problem

Because I value empathy and humility
Because communication is necessary for complex

challenges

Because I am an engineer of 2040

I listen

I connect

Because I value working with others

Because my life extends within, across, and despite

disciplines

Because engineering is only part of the solution

Because I am an engineer of 2040

I connect

I learn

Because I value surprise and doubt and failure

Because a technocentric lens is not sufficient

Because immersion and reflection enable my best
self

Because I am an engineer of 2040

I learn
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